Summer Camp 2017 Ecovillage Sieben Linden
20 Years Sieben Linden
learn, live and celebrate one full week in community with us
this is what you can expect:
- a large variety of workshops
- open space/s for co-creation
- fresh vegetarian or vegan food: from the garden onto the table!
- natural environment without cars nor mobile phones
- pond biotope, wild herbs meadows, yurt-garden "Globolo"
you may:
- experience Sieben Linden ecovillage
- find new friends
- rediscover yourself
- enjoy the lively atmosphere
- let yourself flow through camp live
- meditate in the House of Silence (Meditation Hall)
- shape the transformation in community
the morning Schedule
The core element of the camp are the workshops, taking place every day from Monday through Saturday
from 10 am to 1 pm. The groups will be formed on Monday morning and stay together for the rest of the
week. A detailed list of the workshops will be published in January 2017 on this site. So far the following
workshops are planned (as matters now stand: November 2016):
- Experience Sieben Linden (English language)
more workshops in German language:
- Getting to know the Sieben Linden ecovillage
- Wu Tao - The Dancing Way®
- Biodanza
- Nonviolent Communication
- Musical group improvisation
- Introduction into The Work of Byron Katie
- Gardening, beekeeping and permaculture
- Systemic Constellation (requested)
- Love, free and authentic (requested)
- Improvisational theater (requested)
...
age-appropriate programs for children during the workshop times – only in German language:
For children (3 to 6 years): forest educational childcare, a well protected frame with freedom of movement
in the shady pine forest
For children (primary school age up to 13 years): permanent children groups, guided group dynamics and
exciting natural experience-, movement- and creative-offers
For young people (14 to 17 years): the Youth Camp
For parents with children under 3 years, we offer a meeting space for about two hours in the morning, which
is designed from parents from Sieben Linden. This is a way to get to know some aspects of Sieben Linden
very personally together with the little ones and to get to know the other families. A workshop participation in
the morning with children under 3 years is usually not possible.
One day you will support hands-on the summer-camp kitchen.

... and the second half of the day? German is the main language in the camp, but we will do our best
to integrate english speaking people.
We will co-create the afternoons and evenings together. Besides the planed events, new unexpected
happenings will result out of our self-initiatives and our courage to improvisation: the daily sharing-circles for
men, women and queers, choir, playful dancing and touching Biodanza-Vivencias. The “Liebesakademie”
(love academy) from the German intentional community ZEGG will present their work around love and
sensuality. When it gets dark, you may be tempted to chat at the campfire, sit underneath the stars or play on
the open stage in the amphitheater. Than there will be the hilarious final celebration, where we can all
participate. Show us your talents and ideas!
What is the Young People Circle (JuLe-Kreis)? This is the name of a group of young adults in the age of 18
to 25 years living in Sieben Linden, who will organize their own program open for all young adults attending
the camp.

